This paper considers the topic of Christian hope in the context of today's environmental crisis. Christian hope needs to be renewed as the world changes, and it needs to engage with the prevalent secular hopes. We are the first people to live at a time when we face the possibility of an entirely human-caused terminal catastrophe. During the Cold War we had the threat of a nuclear holocaust, and now an ecological disaster. The relationship between ultimate and proximate hopes is investigated. Ultimate hope is the final accomplishment of all God's purposes for his creation. Proximate hopes are those we have for the temporal future. One difference between ultimate and proximate hope is that the former is unconditional and depends only on God's transcendent act of re-creation. Proximate hopes depend partly on what humans do, and they can be disappointed. Ultimate hope can support proximate hopes, and enables us to work in the direction of God's purpose. Faith, hope and love are mutually engaging, and needed for the flourishing of the others. We need to scale down our lifestyles, and limitless growth will not be possible. In this scenario hope will need to be both discerning and imaginative. We will also need endurance to keep going and not to give up in the very difficult situation we are facing this century.
Richard Bauckham-Ecological Hope in Crisis?
44 infinite riches of God's future for the world we must draw those that can be transformative for our time. That way we can re-envision the world in the light of hope. That is what happened when John the prophet, in the book of Revelation, was taken up to heaven in order to see how the critical moment of history in which his first readers were living looked from God's perspective -from the perspective of God's purpose to actualize his kingdom on earth as it already is in heaven. John had to be abstracted in vision from the world of the beast, the world as projected by the imperial propaganda, in order, not simply to see the future goal of God's purposes, but also to see how that goal shed light on the present, how God's people there and then were to live towards the coming kingdom of God and the coming renewal of all creation. A great deal of misunderstanding of Revelation arises from missing the fact that it contextualizes the Christian hope in the realities of the late first-century Roman Empire. It inspires and models the kind of contextualizing we need to do, but it cannot do that for us.
We need, if not the revelatory vision with which John was privileged, at least the discernment of Christian wisdom to read the world aright in the light of the Christian hope and to enable us here and now to live towards the new creation.
Part of that contextualizing of Christian hope has to be engagement of some kind with the secular hopes of our time. The book of Revelation engages with Rome's pretensions to universal and eternal rule. In our own time we are still living amid the fading glory of modern progressivism, that pervasive ideology of the modern world that seduced everyone into thinking that tomorrow will -or at, least, should -be better than today. Its major surviving versions are economic neoliberalism and globalization, with their myth of never-ending economic growth, and technological optimism, with its ignorant confidence that human ingenuity will solve all our problems and put us back on track, still headed for the technological utopia in which nature will be finally mastered, all its unruly potential harnessed to our needs and desires. Both economic growth and technological optimismnatural allies, of course -are versions of the delusion that there are no limits to what we can have and do. The dawning ecological catastrophe should surely have dispelled those dreams, but such is the power of progressivism, especially in the USA, that they live on. Climate change denial is one version of their delusive power.
Another feature of the contemporary context of Christian hope -if I may use 'contemporary' to mean the last three or four decades -is that for the first time in human history humans themselves have acquired the power to annihilate human life and much of the rest of creation on this planet. Humans in the past have often faced the prospect -real or hope, but must always, of course, fall short of it. It is very important in our contemporary context that we distinguish this vision from modern progressivism and modern utopianism.
We are not engaged in a step-by-step progress towards utopia. What we are able to do in realising our hopes does not, as it were, accumulate, as though we were building the New Jerusalem brick by brick. Sometimes good follows good in a process of improvement, sometimes it doesn't. But the value is not dependent on progression. We have all been brainwashed by progressivism. For things to be worth doing and worth having they do not have to lead on to even better things. They have value in themselves, and nothing will be lost in the end. When Paul says that our labour will not be in vain (1 Cor. 15:58) he does not mean that it will contribute to a historical process of improvement but that it will have effects that will be preserved in the new creation.
One key difference between ultimate hope and proximate hope is that ultimate hope is unconditional. It depends only on God's transcendent act of re-creation. So Paul can call it 'a hope that does not disappoint' (Rom. 
Faith, hope and love
If we need to sustain, to refresh or to renew our hope, one good approach is to reflect on the way it is connected with faith and love in that What the Holy Spirit does is to renew and to revitalize these good aspects of what it is to be human in the world. Christian redemption is the renewal of human nature, not its replacement. What the Spirit especially does is to re-source these virtues in God and to refocus them on God as their primary object. We live not by some merely implicit trust in reality, vaguely defined, but by faith in the living God. We do not just hope for the best, as they say, but place our hope in God. We love because he first loved us and by loving God we learn to love all that God loves.
The fact that these Christian virtues are the renewal of natural virtues means that it should be natural and not problematic for Christians to work with non-Christian people who care about the planet and share many of our hopes and fears for it. We have Christian An interesting biblical illustration of this is the story of the book of Esther. This is a book that never mentions God. It is rather extraordinary that the Bible contains a book that never mentions God. There is one point in the text where we really cannot help thinking of Faith is another form of protection from hubris and utopianism. What we can do is important but we must let God make of it what he will.
HOPE: 'Love,' says Paul, 'hopes all things' (1 Cor. 13:7). Love, as we have seen, is what empowers and energizes hope, but 'for all things'? Of course, this is elevated poetic style. It surely doesn't endorse indulging utterly fanciful fantasies of hope. But it raises the issue of hope and realism, which is near the heart of our concerns in the crisis of ecological hope.
The first point to make is that proximate hopes must be moderated and directed by realism about the real possibilities of the here and now. what is really going to matter most? Must we focus more and prioritize?
In conclusion
In a situation of disappointed and uncertain hope, it is the virtuous trio of faith, hope and love that must keep us going. In the New Testament faith and hope are often linked with endurance. a We may need to be prepared for a lot of just keeping going, sticking it out, not giving up when it would be easy to. But faith, hope and love, working, of course, with all the resources of knowledge and expertise that we can muster, must also lead us into new visions of the possible even within a sorely damaged world. 
